POLARITY IN MATTER—MOLECULES AND ATOMS.    15
The only thing which is compound in the composition of oxygen is that its molecules consist of two atoms linked together. This appears from the fact that while the weight of oxygen, and therefore that of its molecules, is sixteen times greater than that of an equal volume of hydrogen, and therefore of hydrogen molecules, it combines with it in the proportion not of sixteen, but of eight to one. If, therefore, the molecule were identical with the atom of oxygen, we must admit that the atom could be halved, which is contrary to its definition as the ultimate indivisible particle of the substance oxygen. But if the oxygen molecule consists of two linked atoms, 0—0, and the hydrogen molecule equally of two, H—H, as can be proved by other considerations, everything is explained by assuming that the molecule of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen linked to one of oxygen, or H20, and that when this molecule is broken up by electricity, its constituents resolve themselves into atoms, which recom-bine so as to form twice as many molecules of hydrogen, H—H, as of oxygen, 0,—i.e. into two volumes of hydrogen gas to one of oxygen.
Taking the single hydrogen atom as the unit of weight as being the lightest known ponderable body, and calling this weight a microcrith, or standard of the smallest of this order of excessively small weights, this is equivalent to saying that the weight of an oxygen atom is equal to 16 microcriths, and as water is composed of one such atom plus two of hydrogen, the weight of its molecule ought to be 164-2 = 18, which is in fact the exact ratio in which tbe weight of a volume of steam, or water in the form of gas, is heavier than an equal volume of hydrogen, *

